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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 There has been ample research on speech processing in some tonal languages such as 

Chinese, Thai and Vietnamese. Nowadays, many applications in various information 

systems incorporate digital speech technologies, such as telecommunications, security and 

warning system, telephone inquiry system, multi-media applications, electronic mail 

reading, aids for the blind and people with speech impairments. This type of 

communication is progressing [1]. For Myanmar language, keeping track of world trends 

in this field is important for fostering cooperation in the field of global technology. For 

this purpose, the Myanmar TTS system is essential. While Text-To-Speech systems for 

major world languages are quite advanced, there has not been any Myanmar TTS system 

and research on speech synthesis is lacking. 

Myanmar (Burmese) is official language in Myanmar. We choose the formal register for 

Myanmar speech synthesis  

1.2 Myanmar speech synthesis by rule  

 In this dissertation, Myanmar Text To Speech system with rule-is designed. The 

MyanmarTTS system is a rule-based speech synthesis system, in which fundamental 

speech units are demisyllables with Level tone. We use Myanmar (Burmese) official 

language for the TTS system. To construct the TTS system, monosyllabic words are 
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analyzed and the parameters are obtained for synthesis of Myanmar tones. This TTS 

system uses a source filter model and furthermore a Log Magnitude Approximation Filter.  

 In Myanmar tones, F0 patterns are very simple and which is unique comparing with 

other tonal language such as Vietnamese, Chinese and Thai. Standard Myanmar is used by 

8 main races and sub races under the main races as an official language. It is spoken in 

most of the country with slight regional variations. In addition, there are other regional 

variants that differ from standard Myanmar in pronunciation and vocabulary. Myanmar 

tones are unique in their simplistic pattern not only related to F0 but also more specifically 

and importantly to length. This is the basis for the proposed linear pattern for tone rule 

using normalized F0 and length of each tone among the utterances. 

1.3 Thesis’s objective 

The purpose of this research is  

-to design the first Myanmar TTS system 

-to study the tone synthesis for tonal language  

-to implementing tone synthesis by rule 

-to examining normalization in fundamental frequency and length of syllables 

1.4 Thesis’s outline 

The thesis includes 6 chapters; the rest is organized as follows.  

Chapter 2 covers the overview of Myanmar language. Then, chapter 3 mentions speech 

analysis and synthesis. Chapter 4 introduces Myanmar Text-To-Speech System, Rule-

based Tone Synthesis, and tone rule with F0 linear pattern. Next, chapter 5 raises Tone 

synthesis, normalization in F0, normalization in syllable length. Chapter 6 reviews the 

main aspects and concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

An Overview of Myanmar language 

 Myanmar belongs to the Lolo-Burmese sub-branch of the Tibeto-Burmese branch 

of the Sino-Tibetan language family. Myanmar script draws its source from Brahmi 

script which flourished in India from about 500 B.C. to over 300AD. Myanmar is a 

tonal language. This means that all syllables in Myanmar have prosodic features that 

are an integral part of their pronunciation. Prosodic contrasts involve not only pitch, but 

also phonation. Standard Myanmar is based on the dialect spoken in the lower valleys 

of the Irrawaddy and Chindwin rivers. It is spoken in most of the country with slight 

regional variations. In addition, there are other regional variants that differ from 

standard Myanmar in pronunciation and vocabulary. All dialects are mutually 

intelligible. In addition, there are two registers: a formal and a colloquial one. The 

formal register is used in official publications, radio and TV broadcasts, literary works, 

and formal speech. The colloquial register is used in daily communications. In 

Myanmar there are 8 main races and 135 sub races under the main races. Myanmar 

(Burmese) is official language in Myanmar. We choose the formal register for Myanmar 

Speech Synthesis.  
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http://www.myanmars.net/myanmar/ayeyarwaddy-river.htm
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Fig. 2-1 Myanmar Consonantal letters 

2.1 Consonants 

 There are 33 consonantal letters in Myanmar. which are generally classified as 

plosive and affricate, nasal, fricative, approximant and lateral. The approximant /ɹ/ is 

rare, and is only used in place names that have preserved Sanskrit or Pali 

pronunciations. The 33 consonants are represented by 26 phonemes since some some 

consonantal letters represents the same phoneme. For example the consonants /*/ and / 

C / represent the same phoneme/g/, the consonant /'/ and /'" / represent the same 

phoneme /d/. The list of Myanmar consonantal letters and their corresponding symbols 

in International Phonetic Alphabets (IPA) are shown in table 2-1. The IPA equivalent 

Myanmar consonantal letters classified in the place articulation and the manner of 

articulation are as shown in table 2-2. 
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Table2-1. Myanmar phonemes and consonantal letters used in the system  

Phonemes Myanmar letters Character input 

ə t a 

k u ka 

k
h
 c kha 

g * ga 

ŋ i nga 

s p sa 

s
h
 q sha 

z Z za 

ɲ n nya 

t w ta 

t
h
 x hta 

d '/" da 

n  e/% na 

p y pa 

p
h
 z hpa 

b A/b ba 

m r ma 

j , ya 

ɹ & ra 

l v la 

w 0 wa 

θ o tha 

h [ ha 

ʨ us / -u ca 

ʧ cs / jc cha 

ʥ *s / j* gya 
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Table 2-2. The 33 consonantal letters of Myanmar (IPA) 

  Bilabial Dental  Alveolar Postalveolar Velar and Glottal 
Placeless 

and palatal labiovelar 

Plosive and 

Affricate 
pʰ p b tʰ t d tɕʰ tɕ dʑ kʰ k ɡ ʔ   

Nasal  m  m n   n ɲ  ɲ ŋ   ŋ   ɴ 

Fricative 
  θ (ð) sʰ s z ʃ   h   

Approximant 
  (ɹ) j (w  ) w   

Lateral  
  l   l   

 

2.2 Vowels 

  Myanmar has basically 12 vowels, 8 monophthongs and 4 diphthongs. Table 2-3 

shows Myanmar monophthongs and dipthongs classified according to tongue heights 

and positions. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilabial_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dental_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alveolar_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postalveolar_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velar_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glottal_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palatal_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labiovelar_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nasal_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fricative_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Approximant_consonant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lateral_consonant
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     Table 2-3. The 12 vowels of Myanmar 

Tongue  

Height 

Monophthongs  Diphthongs  

Front  Back  

Front 

offglide  

Back 

offglide  

Close i u     

Close-

mid e o ei ou 

Mid ə     

Open-

mid ɛ ɔ     

Open    a ai au 

2.3 Tones 

 Myanmar has 4 tones and a simple syllable structure that consists of an initial 

consonant followed by a vowel with an associated tone. This means all syllables in 

Myanmar have prosodic features. Different tone makes different meanings for syllables 

with the same structure of phonemes. In the Myanmar writing system, a tone is 

presented by a diacritic mark. The four Myanmar tones are shown in Table 2-4.  Fig.2-2 

and Fig.2-3 shows an example of F0 contour of four Myanmar tones with syllable /ma/. 

The Falling and checked tones belongs to the short-tone group and high falling and 

level tones belongs to the long-tone group. Checked tone is accompanied by a glottal 

stop. More details on Myanmar language can be referred to in [5, 6, and 7]. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monophthong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diphthong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_vowel
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Table 2-4 The Example four Myanmar tones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Tone name Symbol Description 

Level  /là/ - moon 

Falling(Creaky)   /la/ - come 

High 

Falling(High) 
 /lá/ dray horse 

High Extremely 

short(Checked) 
 /laʔ/- fresh 
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Figure 2-2 The example of F0 contours of four Myanmar Tones with syllables /ma/ 

uttered by female speaker 

 

 

Figure 2-3 The example of F0 contours of four Myanmar Tones with syllables /ma/ 

uttered by male speaker  
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Chapter 3 

Speech analysis and synthesis 

 In this his chapter the basic concept of speech analysis and synthesis of Myanmar is 

explained. We developed the first Myanmar speech synthesis system using cepstral 

method. 

3.1 Speech Analysis 

 The Myanmar synthesis system adopts short-time cepstral analysis with the frame 

length is 25.6ms and the frame interval or frame shifting time is 10ms. The cepstral 

analysis is a non-linear signal processing technique. A time–domain Hamming window 

with a length of 25.6 ms is used in our analysis system. 

The expression of Hamming window is: 

     w(n) = 0.54- 0.46 Cos  
  

   
                           (3-1) 

 N is 256 which equal to the length of frame L = NT = 25.6 ms at 10 

kHz sampling frequency. The frequency resolution Δf is: 

 

    
 

  
  

 

        
                                 (3-2) 

 

The cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of the short time logarithmic 
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amplitude spectrum [3]. For signal                , where               are th 

excitation function and the vocal track response, respectively, cepstrum is calculated as: 

                                   

                                                                                                           (3-3) 

                                           

 

 Cepstral analysis has advantage that it can separate the spectral envelope part and 

excitation part. Process of the cepstral analysis is illustrated in the Fig.3-1. The resulting 

parameter of speech unit include the number of frames and, for each frame, 

voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) decision, pitch period and cepstral coefficients c(m), 0 ≤ m ≤ 29. 

Sampled Speech

Time-domain

Window

| DFT |

Logarithm

IDFT

Quefrency-domain

Window

DFT
Peak

Extraction

Spectral

Envelope

Pitch

Period

High quefrency partLow quefrency part

 

Fig 3-1 Cepstral analysis of speech signal 
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 The analysis part of our TTS system is designed using cepstral analysis. The frame 

length is 25.6ms and the frame shifting time is 10ms. As the window function for speech 

analysis, a time–domain Hamming window is used with the length equal to frame length 

25.6ms. 

 The cepstral coefficient or cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of the 

short-time logarithmic amplitude spectrum [9]. The special feature of the cepstrum is that 

it allows for the separate representation of the spectral envelope and excitation. The 

resulting parameter of speech units include the number of frames and, for each frame, 

voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) decision, pitch period and cepstral coefficients c(m), 0 ≤ m ≤ 29. 

 

 

Fig.3-2 MyanmarTTS’s speech synthesis sub-system 

3.2 Speech Synthesis 

 The speech synthesis sub-system generates speech from pre-stored parameters. The 

source-filter model [10] is used as the speech production model. Fig. 3-2 shows the 

structure of the speech synthesis sub-system in MyanmarTTS. The synthetic sound is 

produced using the Log Magnitude Approximation (LMA) filter, which has been 
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introduced by Imai [2]. It presents the vocal tract characteristics. The spectral envelope is 

represented by the cepstral coefficients of 30 lower-order frequency elements. The LMA 

filter is a pole–zero filters that is able to represent efficiently the vocal tract features for 

all speech sounds.  

 We synthesized speech from pre-stored parameters with over 800 demi-syllables as 

speech units under the system rules. After synthesizing, the waveform was displayed and 

played. As a preliminary result, the quality of the synthetic sounds was intelligible.  

3.3 Demisyllable database construction 

  Myanmar speech synthesis system is designed based on the idea of concation of 

speech unit, which are represented as cepstrum parameter. 

3.3.1 Structure of demisyllables 

 The Myanmar syllable has the structure as shown in Fig.3-3. The syllable has the 

phonemic shape of C (G) V (N/ʔ) T, where an initial consonant C is obligatory, a glide 

consonant G is optional, a vowel V is obligatory, a final consonant-nasal N or stopped ʔ 

is optional, and tone T is obligatory, respectively. The minimum syllable is CVT. There 

are 6 possible syllable structures are as follows: 

 CV /mè/ 'girl' 

 CVC /mɛʔ/ 'crave' 

 CGV /mjè/ 'earth' 

 CGVC /mjɛʔ/ 'eye' 

 CVVC /màuɴ/ (term of address for young men) 

 CGVVC /mjáuɴ/ 'ditch' 
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Initial 

consonan

t  

Glide 

consonan

t 

 

Vowe

l 

Final 

consonan

t 

Ton

e 

C (G) V (N/ʔ) T 

Fig.3-3. Myanmar syllable structure 

Initial consonant: Each of 33 consonants can be initial consonants. 

Final consonant: The only consonants that can stand in the final consonants are /ʔ/ and 

/ɴ/. 

3.3.2 Demisyllable database  

 The demisyllable database is constructed for MyanmarTTS system and which is 

the first database for Myanmar speech synthesis system. Myanmar Consonant letters 

can be modified by one or more medial diacritics. The demisyllable database is 

constructed by combination of 33initial consonants and 12 vowels. The list of all 

combination CV units are shown in Appendix A, respectively. In order to prepare 

database Myanmar demi-syllables are collected and their sounds were prepared by 

recording on digital audio tape (DAT) at a 48 kHz sampling rate with a 16-bit 

resolution. After that, they were down-sampled to 10 kHz for analysis. Format of 

speech unit is Plus Code Modulation without compression. The result parameters are 

stored in database for synthesizing. All speech units are recorded with normal speaking 

rate. 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syllable_coda
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Chapter 4 

Text-to-speech system with Rule-based tone 

synthesis 

4.1 MyanmarTTS System 

 The design of the MyanmarTTS system is shown in Fig. 4-1. This design is based on 

a general speech synthesis system [8]. The input text comprises Myanmar-script-

equivalent characters. The output is the synthetic sound. In our system, the fundamental 

speech consisted of demi-syllables that were acquired by dividing a syllable with a cut-

off point at 100ms of the vowel part for short vowel and a cut-off point of the middle of 

vowel part for long vowel. There are about 800 demi-syllables in Myanmar.  

4.2 Text Analysis 

 The purpose of our text analysis was to extract the phonetic and prosodic features. 

We developed Myanmar pronunciation lists (database) using Myanmar-script-equivalent 

English alphabets. The input text is Myanmar-script-equivalent English alphabets as in 

Table 2-1. With the rule for mapping, the sequence of mapped characters is obtained from 

the list and then the information of the character is retrieved. We used English alphabets 

as the target of mapped sequences and made a mapping table for 4 tones as in Table 4-1. 

 For example, the sentence ” which means “She is beautiful.” is mapped 

into a sequence of syllables as “thu0ma1hla1thi0.” 
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Table 4-1.The rule for mapping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Speech Synthesis 

 The fundamental speech units of MyanmarTTS are demi-syllables which are 

developed by dividing a syllable with a cut-off point of 100ms of the vowel part for short 

vowel and a cut-off point of the middle of vowel part for long vowel. 

4.4 System Rules 

4.4.1 Syllable connection rules 

 A syllable is composed by demisyllables and a tone. Myanmar has not only 

monosyllable words but also disyllables words and tri-syllables words are included. In 

Myanmar, since most of syllables structure is CVT, the minimal minimum syllable, the 

connection rule is relatively simple. For two or three syllables words, the demisyllables 

are connected from the middle of vowel position of first syllable.  Connection is 

implemented by interpolation of cepstral coefficient. 

4.4.2 Interval  

 Myanmar has three kinds of interval marks. The interval rules are defined in 

database. The interval rules for MyanmarTTS are shown in table 4-2. 

 

  

Marks Number 

Level tone 0 

Falling tone 1 

High falling tone 2 

Checked tone 3 
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Table 4-2.The Interval rule  

Interval mark Symbol Interval[ms] 

Space  60 

One stroke (Like a Comma) ? 700 

Two stroke ( Like a Full stop) / 1500 

 

4.4.3 Tone 

 The four tones were analyzed to extract F0 patterns. The data set was prepared as 

voiced sounds and meaningful words. We selected consonant-vowel (CV) form with 

voiced consonants /b/, /m/, and /l/ and three typical vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/. In total, 180 

words (i.e., 3 consonants x 3 vowels x 4 tones x 5 speakers) were used for tone analysis. 

Myanmar tones have simple F0 patterns and different lengths between short-tone and 

long-tone groups which are not only related to F0 but also more specifically and 

importantly to length. A change in length constitutes a change in feature of tone. To 

obtain relative values among the tones, F0 and length of each tone was normalized Tone 

normalization procedure are presented in section 4.6. 

  

4.4.4 Intonation 

 Intonation refers to the pattern of F0 changes that extended over a segment of 

speech unit such as a phrase or sentence. In our system Fujisaki model for sentence 

intonation is adopted. An analysis of intonation is performed by considering pitch 

patterns in term of contour, for which pitch range height, and direction changes are 

generally characterized. The intonation is implemented by applying a simple declination 

line in log frequency domain. 
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Fig. 4-1 Diagram of Myanmar TTS system. 

 

4.5 Evaluation 

4.5.1 Syllable’s Intelligibility Test 

 All syllables in Myanmar have prosodic features that are an integral part of their 

pronunciation. In order to evaluate the intelligibility of MyanmarTTS system, syllables 

intelligibility test was carried out. To create a set of data we used JEIDA guide line 

(JEIDA-G-24-2000) as a reference. The test methodology is introduced by Imai, S and 

Abe,Y. [16]. 

Speech materials 

 The test consisted of 248 monosyllable words. The test stimuli are analysis-synthesis 

sounds with level tone which has a flat F0 pattern. Meaningful monosyllables words were 

mostly used as well as some meaningless monosyllables words were used. Those 

monosyllable words are analysis-synthesis sounds with level tone and disregarding with 

other tones. The total number of sounds was 496 (i.e., 31 consonants x 8 vowels x 2 

repetitions).  
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Method 

 Five native Myanmar listeners participated in listening tests. All listeners had normal 

hearing ability. In the test mono syllable words were presented randomly. The listening 

tests were performed in a sound proof room and the listeners used headphones (SONY 

MBR-XB700). Instructions for the test were prepared and the listener performed the 

practice test once. Each listener performed the test twice. The listener listened word by 

word and wrote the word they heard on the answer sheet. Each word was played one time 

within a 2 second interval with a pause time of 3 seconds to write the answer. The time 

taken for each test is 48 minutes 

4.5.2  Result and discussion 

Result 

 The average intelligibility score were 92.56%. We found that most of error came 

from nasal consonants word and dental consonant word. The results of intelligibility test 

are as shown in Fig. 4-2.and Fig.4-3. The score of intelligibility test for Japanese [12] is 

91.2%. Comparing with Japanese intelligibility test, we think that our score is 

reasonable and enough for syllable’s intelligibility. 

Discussion  

 The results of correct answers for each syllable are shown in Fig.4-3. The score of 

correct answers for each syllable were reasonably high except the score of /θ/and 

/η/.The score of /θ/ was worse than the other syllables, since /θ/ is very similar to /th/ 

and /t/, dental consonants. Besides the meaningless syllables combined with /θ/ were 

used in the listening test, which makes confusion among these dental consonants. 

 Also the score of /η/ is worse than the other syllables, since /η/ is very similar to 

/mya/, nasal consonant. And also the meaningless syllables with /η/ were used in the 

listening test, which makes confusion among these nasal consonants. Besides, /η/ is 

mostly used as final consonant for VC and the ending consonant of the sentence in 
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writing system. According to the above mentioned conditions, we think the 

intelligibility scores of /θ/and /η/ was worse than other syllables. 

 

 

 

Fig.4-2 The results of intelligibility test for Myanmar syllables. 
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Fig. 4-3 The results of correct answers for each syllable. 
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4.6 Tone synthesis procedure 

 In this section tone synthesis rule and normalization of F0 and duration are 

presented. 

4.6.1 Tone Synthesis 

 The four tones were analyzed to extract F0 patterns. The data set was prepared as 

voiced sounds and meaningful words. We selected consonant-vowel (CV) form with 

voiced consonants /b/, /m/, and /l/ and three typical vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/. In total, 180 

words (i.e., 3 consonants x 3 vowels x 4 tones x 5 speakers) were used for tone analysis. 

After analyzing, four tones were distributed as shown in Fig. 4-4. We found that the 

four tone groups overlapped and were not clearly discriminated. Myanmar tones have 

simple F0 patterns and different lengths between short-tone and long-tone groups. The 

Falling and the Checked tones belong to the short-tone group and the High falling and 

the Level tones belong to the long-tone group. The Checked tone has very short length 

and a glottal stop feature. Glottal stop in a speech synthesis system has been studied by 

Takara [11]. Consequently, we considered that the minimization of F0 variations and 

lengths variations are required for tone discrimination. 

 Myanmar tones are not only related to F0 but also more specifically and 

importantly to length. A change in length constitutes a change in feature of tone.  For 

this reason, we normalized F0 and length to obtain relative values among the tones. 

4.6.2 Normalization in F0 and Length 

 We selected F0 from three frames at the center of syllable for each tone and for 

each speaker. The average F0 was defined by means of a male speaker, a female speaker 

and both of male and female speakers to fix a standard value. Similarly the average 

length for each tone was defined. Subsequently, the F0 and length of each tone for each 

speaker was normalized to an approximated standard value. In this view, our 
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normalization method is different and unique from other studies of tone synthesis 

research on such as Thai and Vietnamese [3, 4]. 

 To minimize large differences of F0 s and lengths among the speakers in a same 

tone, normalization is carried out as follows. The average of F0 for each tone is given by     

    
 

 
  ij

   

 

k 1

                   

 

where, n is number of F0 frames at the center of syllables . fij is the average F0 from the 

central n frames of syllable for i
th

 tone and j
th

 speaker. In this study, we set n = 3. The 

average F0 of four tones is defined as Aj . 

    
 

 
    

 

   

                     

where, t is number of tones, which is four. The average of all speakers is defined   as A0. 

    
 

 
   

 

i 1

                     

where, s is number of speakers. In this research, s = 5 were used. We define the relative 

value Rij as 

                                

fij
0
 is ruled-based F0 for i

th
 tone, which is defined as 

fij
0
 = A0 + Rij     -   

 

Similarly, the durations for each tone were normalized.  

 In Fig.4-5, we can see the result which plotted. Figure 4-5 shows distribution of 

four tones for both males and females after normalization in F0 and duration, which are 

clearly grouped and discriminated. These results mean that the duration and F0 are 

equally important for discriminating the tones. From this figure, we confirmed that 
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normalization is an effective method of discriminating the four tones. In Fig.4-5, The 

normalized F0 and duration of four tones for the words “ba”, “mi”, and “lu” are 

distributed. These distributions include the F0 and duration for both males and females. 

To define general tone rules for male and female we calculated the average of two 

parameters, F0 and duration, from the results of Fig.4-5. The tone rules are implemented 

with F0 linear patterns as shown in Fig.4-6.We applied the equations (4) and (5) in 

Fig.4-6. The relative values of two parameters, F0 and duration are used with some 

simplifications. We set the average F0 value of the Level tone as Fb for the tone rule. Fb 

for males is 110Hz and that for females is 160Hz. We carried out listening tests to 

evaluate intelligibilities of tones for synthetic speech of syllables and to evaluate the 

effect of normalization by using these rules. 
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Time duration( 10ms) 

                     

 

Fig.4-4. Tones distribution of the analysis synthesis words “ba”, “mi”, and “lu” 

uttered by three female speakers and two male speakers 
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Fig. 4-5 Tone distribution of the words “ba”, “mi”, and “lu” uttered by three female 

speakers and two male speakers after normalization in  F0 and time (length).  
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L: Level tone, F: Falling tone, Hf: High falling tone, C: Checked tone 

 

Fig.4-6. Diagram of tone rule for males 

 

4.7 Evaluation by listening test of tones’ intelligibility 

 The intelligibility of tones was evaluated through three types of listening test by 

three native listeners. We incorporated male and female speech. 

 Type 1:  Rule-based sounds  

1-1 : Synthetic sounds: Rule-based male sounds 

1-2 : Synthetic sounds: Rule-based female sounds 

 Type 2:  Analysis-Synthesis sounds  

 Type 3:  Original sounds  

 All synthetic sounds used cepstra from speech units with level tone. The word set 

comprises three typical vowels “a”, “i” and “u” with voiced consonants “b”, “m” and “l” 

then syllable words were “ba”, “mi” and “lu”. Forty datums were prepared, given ten 

tokens for each tone and all sounds were meaningful words. The total number of sounds 

for each type was 240 (i.e., 3 words x 4 tones x 10 tokens x 2 genders).  
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 All types of listening tests were done for each gender and for each word. In the all 

tests, each sound was played once at random and the listeners had to choose a word out 

of four possible words (tones) within 2 seconds. The listening tests were performed in a 

sound proof room. Among the three listeners, two were Yangon (Capital of Myanmar) 

natives and one was from the middle of Myanmar. They had normal hearing ability. 

4.8 Results and discussion 

 Results of these tests are shown in Table 4-3 and Fig.4-7. Table 4-3 shows 

confusion matrices of the tests. Figure 4-7 shows the correct rate of listening test. The 

result of our tone synthesis system and effectiveness of normalization are discussed as 

follows: 

 Type 1, proposed method achieves the reasonably high correct rate 95.8% for male 

speakers and 97.8% for female speakers. Type 2, analysis synthesis sounds, elicits 

a high correct rate 98.8% and Type 3, original sounds, elicits the highest correct 

rate 100%. These results indicate that the proposed method has a high 

intelligibility score for listening test. 

 The proposed method is similar to the F0 linear pattern of the VieTTS system [4] 

with the same analysis-synthesis method. In VieTTS system, the result for the 

linear pattern is about 85% for male, whereas the result of our system for male is 

95.8%, even though our listening tests were done using the speech sounds of 

multiple speakers and different genders.  

 Compared with these results, our linear pattern of tone rule is more effective than 

VieTTS’s corresponding one because we adopted the normalization method for 

multiple speakers with different genders and for multiple syllables.  
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 From the confusion matrices of Type 1, we can see the errors occurred mostly 

between the High falling tone and the Level tone and between the Falling tone and 

the Checked tone. In Type 1, we used the same length for the Level tone and the 

High falling tone. Furthermore, the spectra of the Level tone are used for all tones, 

whereas the original lengths of speech unit are used for Type 2 and Type 3. The 

results of confusion matrices show that the lengths of tones are as important as F0 

for tone synthesis. 

 Consequently, our proposed tone synthesis rule with linear pattern is sufficient and 

effective for Myanmar tone synthesis for both male and female speech. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-7 The results of correct rate of perception of synthesized tone 
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Table 4.-3 Confusion matrices of tone synthesis (Unit: %)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type 1 

Rule-based   L F Hf C 

Male L 96.8 0 2.6 0.6 

  F 0.6 95.6 1.6 2.2 

  Hf 8.5 0.5 91 0 

  C 0.2 0 0 99.8 

Female   L F Hf C 

  L 96.4 0 3.6 0 

  F 0 97.5 0 2.5 

  Hf 0.3 0 99.7 0 

  C 0 0.3 0 99.7 

Type  2 Analysis-

Synthesis   L  F  Hf  C 

  L 100 0 0 0 

  F 0 95.6 0 4.4 

  Hf 0 0 100 0 

  C 0 0 0 100 

Type 3 Original 

sounds   L  F  Hf  C 

  L 100 0 0 0 

  F 0 100 0 0 

  Hf 0 0 100 0 

  C 0 0 0 100 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Study on Optimization of 

Fundamental Frequency and  Length of 

syllables 

An optimization method to define the parameters; F0 and syllable’s length for tone 

synthesis is introduced. We implemented tone rules of linear pattern based on two 

parameters, the optimized F0 at the center of syllable and the optimized syllable’s length. 

The effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed by distribution of tones and the 

intelligibility scores of listening test. Although the high intelligibility of synthesized tone 

draws reasonably high correct rates in former research, the proposed method achieve the 

better results. Furthermore, in the proposed method, the optimized parameters can be 

separated into male and female groups. The introduced proposed method is applicable for 

other tone synthesis rule of other tonal languages. 

5.1 Tone Synthesis 

 The four Myanmar tones are analyzed to extract F0 patterns. The data set is prepared 

as voiced sounds and meaningful words. We select consonant-vowel (CV) form with 

voiced consonants /b/, /m/, /l/ and three typical vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/. In total, 180 words 

(= 3 consonants x 3 vowels x 4 tones x 5 speakers) are used for tone analysis. After 

analyzing, four tones are distributed as shown in Fig.5-1. We find that the four tone 
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groups overlapped and are not clearly discriminated. In our former research, we 

normalized F0 and length to obtain relative values among the tones. The normalized 

parameters of tones using one syllable word were plotted in the distribution [3]. In this 

research the normalized  parameters by former normalization method using three 

syllables are shown in Fig.5-2 and Fig.5-3. 

5.2 Optimization Method 

 Lagrange’s optimization method [13-14] is used for normalization. In this study we 

use 36 words of F0 patterns by utterance of five native speakers. The words include three 

typical vowels “a”, “i” and “u” with voiced consonants “b”, “m” and “i”. We select F0 

from three frames at the center of syllable word for each tone. The average F0 values are 

selected from the middle frames of F0 contours.  

 To minimize large differences of F0 and differences of lengths among the speakers 

by  means of tones, optimization method is carried out. The average of F0 contours for 

each  tone is given by  

 

 

where n is number of F0 contour. fij is F0 at the center of syllable of i
th

 tone and j
th

 speaker. 

Similarly, the average of tones is defined as Aj and the average of all speakers is defined 

as A. 

 To normalize fij, Lagrange’s optimization technique is utilized in this paper. For 

convenience, we define Uij 
0
and Rij such as  

 

                           Rij = A-Aj  (5-2) 

     

(5-1)  
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       Uij 
0
= fij

0
- fij                                    (5-3) 

 

where, fij
0
 are normalized values of fij. 

       

 Then, in our problem, concentration of fij
0
 around A i is accomplished by minimizing 

 

 

under the constraints 

       Uij 
0

 = αijRij                                (5-5) 

 

where, αij are scale numbers and s is numbers of speaker. 

Thus, normalized., fij
0
 are given by minimizing Lagrange’s function L (. fij

0
)  

                       

 

 

For Eq. (5-6), we have 

 

 

 

 

Solving Eqs. (5-7), (5-8) gives 

                              fij0 = fij + αijRij                                      (5-9) 

 

                         λj = 2(A- fij – αijRij)                        (5-10) 

 

 According to Eqs.(5-2) and (5-3), equation (5-5) indicates that if αij =1, fij around Aj, 

i.e.,  fij - Aj is shifted to fij
0
 around A, i.e., fij

0
 –A, while αij = 0, i.e., fij

0
 = fij which doesn’t 

          (5-4) 

                (5-8) 

                (5-7) 

               (5-6) 
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give normalization. When male and female speakers intermix, average A behaves as a 

center of Aj for male and Aj for female.  

   On the other hand, the minimum value of L is derived as follows: 

 

 

which leads 

 

   
 

 = ( A- fij)/ Rij                    (5-12) 

because Lmin ≥0. 

( A- fij)/ Rij > 0                      (5-13) 

Hence, fij and Aj are always the same side of A. 

 

Then, we have the relation  

0≤ αij ≤    
                                (5-14) 

 

From Eqs.(5-3) and (5-5),we get general equation 

 

fij0 = fij + αijRi                       (5-15) 

 

For the sake of convenience, we may simply choose αij in this paper, such that  

 

αij   α =1/2                     (5-16) 

 

In this way fij is normalized. The normalized value fij0 is given by, 

(5-11) 
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fij0 = fij + αRij                  (5-17) 

 

The optimized results are plotted in Fig. 5-5.and Fig.5-6. These figures show the 

distribution of four tones with optimized F0 and optimized lengths, which are clearly 

discriminated in tone groups. From these figures we confirm that proposed method is an 

effective method to define the parameters for speech synthesis rule. Furthermore, as an 

advantage in the proposed method, the male and female can be distinguished. 

 

 

          Time duration (x10ms)  

            

Fig.5-1 Tones distribution of analysis-synthesis sounds by three female speakers and 

two male speakers before optimization 
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Normalized Time duration (x10ms) 

            

Fig.5-2. Tones distribution of analysis-synthesis sounds by three female speakers 

and two male speakers with normalized F0 and normalized time (length)   
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Normalized Time duration (x10ms) 

                        

Fig.5-3. Tones distribution of analysis-synthesis sounds uttered by two male 

speakers with normalized F0 normalized time (length) 

5.3 Tone synthesis rule with linear F0 pattern 

 Myanmar tones are unique in their simplistic pattern not only related to F0 but also 

more specifically and importantly in terms of length. Myanmar tones have different 

lengths between short-tone and long-tone groups. In accordance, after optimization we 

define tone rule employing two parameters; F0 at the center of syllables and syllable’s 

length as opposed to focusing on length alone. Tone rules are constructed with linear F0 

patterns.  
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  Optimized Time duration (x10ms) 

 

             

Fig.5 -4. Tones distribution by three female speakers and two male speakers with 

optimized F0, and optimized length  
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Optimized Time (x10ms) 

 

                         

Fig.5-5. Tones distribution by two male speakers with optimized F0, and optimized 

length 
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 When we calculated the average frame length and average F0 to make tone rules for 

male and female, we apply the concept of the center of gravity. As an example,  Fig. 

5-6 shows the calculation design of average F0 and length using center of gravity. The 

tone rules are implemented based on optimized F0 and optimized length of each tone as 

shown in Fig. 5-7. 

    We consider F0 distribution as the mass distribution. We calculate average F0 and 

length by using the concept of center of gravity x as follows: 

 

  

   M = m1 +m2 + m3+ …..+ mn 

 

 

Fig.5-6  The calculation design of average F0 and length 

 

where mi represents the weight of personal quality of F0 of i
th

 speaker and x is 

average length of F0 contour. Specifically, weight of personal quality of F0 is 

different among the different speakers. As an example for three speakers,m1,m2 and 

m3 are different values. In our experiments, all speakers are native and they have 

clear utterances and hearing ability. Therefore in this paper we consider their speech 

units have the same reliability. Then we have, 

m1=m2=m3= m     (Example: for three speakers) 

(5-18) 
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From Eq. (16) average F0 value at the center of contour y is calculated as  

 

 

Similarly the average length of time co-ordinate x is calculated as  

 

 

 

Fig. 5-7 The diagram of tone rule 

L: Level tone, F: Falling tone, Hf: High falling tone, C: Checked tone, 

 

 Using these rules, we carried out the listening tests to evaluate intelligibilities of 

synthetic speech of syllables and to evaluate the effect of proposed method. 

 

5.4 Results and discussion 

 Results of these tests are shown Fig. 5-8. These results have been obtained by using 

listening test. The result of our tone synthesis system and effectiveness of optimization 

are discussed as follows: 
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Fb for male: 125 Hz 

Fb for female: 165 Hz 

 

 (5-19) 

(5-20) 
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 Proposed method elicits the highest correct rate 99.68% for male speakers and 

98.75% for female speakers.  

 From these results we can confirm that optimized F0 and length are conducted 

natural synthetic speech. Since we defined the scale factors of relative values 

properly, the optimized values are obtained.  

 In VieTTS system[9], the result for linear pattern is about 85% for male, whereas 

the result of our system for male is 95.8%, even though our listening tests were 

done using the speech sounds of multiple speakers and different genders. 

Consequently, we can show that our linear pattern for tone rule is more effective 

than VieTTS’s corresponding one since we applied the optimization method by 

means of multiple speakers and multiple phonemes.  

 As a discussion concerning with above mentioned comparison, we consider that 

the optimization gives the effective values for both male and female, since we 

defined the scale factors of relative values correctly. 

 Consequently, the introduced optimization method is effective and applicable for 

other speech synthesis rule for other tonal languages. 
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Fig.5-8. The results of correct rate of perception of synthesized tone 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 In this chapter, we summarize the work that already expressed in the previous chapter 

and to present the limit and drawbacks of the approach, as well as perspective of the future 

work.  

6.1 Summary 

 In this research we designed the first MyanmarTTS system with rule-based speech 

synthesis using cepstral parameter. The speech unit that is used in this system is 

demisyllable. The rule is implemented with linear F0 pattern. Large variability exists in 

 the F0 and length uttered by different speakers in different syllables. Hence, for tone 

synthesis, normalization of the F0 and length are important and necessary to discriminate 

tones. The effectiveness of this normalization method was confirmed in the distribution of 

the F0 value and length. The high intelligibility of synthesized tone was confirmed through 

listening tests of synthesized words  

 In this dissertation, we presented with 6 chapters. The first chapter is Introduction. In 

this  chapter, background, objective and chapter organization were explained. In chapter 2, 

 Myanmar language overview was introduced. In chapter 3, Myanmar speech analysis 

and  synthesis system was presented. 

 In chapter 4, we described about MyanmarTTS system with rule-based speech 

synthesis. We implemented tone rules of linear pattern based on two parameters, the 

average value of F0 at the center of syllable and syllable’s length.  We confirmed that our 

proposed tone synthesis rule is sufficient and effective for Myanmar tone synthesis for the 

speech of both male and female. Myanmar tones are unique in their simplistic pattern not 
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only related to F0 but also more specifically and importantly to length. In view of this, 

normalization by means of average F0 and average length are useful to access the reliable 

values for tone discrimination and tone synthesis. We showed that length is strongly 

related with tones as same as F0 for Myanmar. The effectiveness of normalization is 

confirmed by distribution of tones and the intelligibility scores of listening test. The 

introduced normalization method is applicable for other tone synthesis rule of other tonal 

languages. 

 Chapter 5, focused on the study of tone synthesis. An optimization method to define 

the parameters; F0 and syllable’s length for tone synthesis is introduced. We implemented 

tone rules of linear pattern based on two parameters, the optimized F0 at the center of 

syllable and the optimized syllable’s length. The effectiveness of the proposed method is 

confirmed by distribution of tones and the intelligibility scores of listening test. Although 

the high intelligibility of synthesized tone draws reasonably high correct rates in former 

research, the proposed method achieve the better results. Furthermore, in the proposed 

method, the optimized parameters can be separated into male and female groups. The 

introduced proposed method is applicable for other tone synthesis rule of other tonal 

languages. 

 

6.2 Future work 

 This research is the first step for Myanmar speech synthesis. There are, however, 

issues which still require investigations, such as the improvement of speech naturalness, 

modification of the variation of F0 and length in continuous speech. An interesting theme 

that also remains is the adaptation of F0 using spectra among speakers of different genders.  
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Appendix A 

Speech data of combination of CV units 

    a   aa   i   

1 u ka             um kaa ud ki uD 

2 c kha            cg khaa cd khi cD 

3 * ga              *g gaa *d gi *D 

4 i nga            ig ngaa id ngi iD 

5 p sa              pg saa pd si pD 

6 q sha           qm shaa qd shi qD 

7 Z za              Zm zaa Zd zi ZD 

8 n nya           nm nyaa nd nyi nD 

9 w ta wm taa wd ti wD 

10 x hta xm htaa xd hti xD 

11     ' / " da  'g/  "g daa     'd / "d di     'D / "D 

12 e/ % na em / %m naa ed/ %d ni eD/ %D 

13 y pa yg paa yd pi yD 

14 z hpa zg hpaa zd hpi zD 

15 A/b ba Am / bm baa Ad/ bd bi AD/bD 

16 r ma rm maa rd mi rD 

17 , ya ,m yaa ,d yi ,D 

18 & ra &m raa &d ri &D 

19 v la vm laa vd li vD 

20 0 wa 0g waa 0d wi 0D 

21 o tha om thaa od thai oD 

22 [ ha [m haa [d hi [D 

23 t a tm aa td i tD 

24 us / -u ca usm / -u caa usd / }ud ci usD /}uD 

25 cs / jc cha csm / jcm chaa csd / jcd chi csD / jcD 

26 *s / j* gya *sm / j*m gyaa *sd / j*d gyi *sD / j*D 

27 ys / jy pya ysm / jym pyaa ysd / jyd pyi ysD / jyD 

28 zs / jz hpya zsm / jzm hpyaa zsd / jzd hpyi zsD / jzD 

29 As / jA mya Asm / jAm myaa Asd / jAd myi AsD / jAD 

30 rs / jr bya rsm / jrm byaa rsd / jrd byi rsdD / jrD 

31 vs lya vsm lyaa vsd lyi vsD 

  u.   uu   ℮   ε 

uk ku. ul kuu au kei uJ ke 

ck khu. cl khuu ac khei cJ khe 

*k gu. *l guu a* gei *J ge 
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ik ngu. il nguu ai ngei iJ nge 

pk su. pl suu ap sei pJ se 

qk shu ql shuu aq shei qJ she 

Zk zu. Zl zuu aZ zei ZJ ze 

nk nyu. nl nyuu an nuei nJ nye 

wk tu. wl tuu aw tei wJ te 

xk htu xl htuu ax htei xJ the 

    'k / "k du.     'l / "l duu 

  a' / 

a" dei     'J / "J de 

ek/ %k nu. el/ %l nuu ae/a% nei eJ/ %J ne 

yk pu. yl puu ay pei yJ pe 

zk hpu. zl hpuu az hpei zJ hpe 

Ak/bk bu. Al/bl buu aA/ab bei AJ/bJ be 

rk mu. rl muu ar mei rJ me 

,k yu. ,l yuu a, yei ,J ye 

&k ru. &l ruu a& rei &J re 

vk lu. vl lu av lei vJ le 

0k wu. 0l wu a0 wei 0J we 

ok thu. ol thuu ao thei oJ the 

[k hu. [l huu a[ hei [J he 

tk u tl uu at ei tJ e 

usK/_uk cu 

usL / 

_ul cuu 

aus / a-

u cei usJ / -uJ ce 

csK/ jcK chu. csL/ jcL chuu acs / ajc chei csJ / jcJ che 

*sK/ j*K gyu. *sL / j*L gyuu a*s / aj* gyei *sJJ / j*J gye 

ysK /  jyK pyu. ysL / jyL pyuu ays / ajy pyei ysJ / jyJ pye 

zsK / jzK hpyu. zsL / jzL hpyuu azs / ajz hpuei zsJ / jzJ hpye 

AsK/ jAK myu. AsL / jAL myuu aAs / ajA myei AsJ / jAJ mye 

rsK/ jrK byu. rsL / jrL byuu ars / ajr byei rsJ / jrJ bye 

vsK lyu. vsL lyuu avs lyei vsJ lye 
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  au   כ   an(ã)   o 
aum kau aumf kaw uH kan ukd ko 

acg khau ac: khaw cH khan cdk kho 

a*g gau a*: gaw *H gan *kd go 

aig ngau ai: ngaw iH ngan idk ngo 

apm sau apmf saw pH san pdk so 

aqm shau aqmf shaw qH shan qkd sho 

aZm zau aZmf zaw ZH zan Zdk zo 

anm nyau anmf nyaw nH nyan nkd nyo 

awm tau awmf taw wH tan wdk to 

axm htau axmf htaw xH htan xdk hto 

         a'g / 

a"m dau 

  a': / 

a"mf daw 

    'H / 

"H dan 

    'dk / 

"dk do 

aem/a%m nau aemf/a%mf naw ehH/ %H nan ekd/ %kd no 

ayg pau ay: paw yH pan ydk po 

azg hpau az: hpaw zH hpan zkd hpo 

aAm/abm bau aAmf/abmf baw AH /bH baw Adk /bkd bo 

arm mau armf maw rH man rkd mo 

a,m yau a,mf yaw ,H yan ,kd yo 

a&m rau a&mf raw &H ran &kd ro 

avm lau avmf law vH lan vdk lo 

a0g wau a0: waw 0H wan 0kd wo 

aom thau aomf thaw oH than okd tho 

a[m hau a[mf haw [H han [kd ho 

atm au atmf aw tH an tkd o 

ausm / a-um cau 

ausmf / a-

umf caw 

usH / -

uH can 

usKd 

/ }udK co 

acsm / ajcm chau acsmf / ajcmf chaw csH / jcH chan csdK / jcdK cho 

a*sm / aj*m gyau a*smf / aj*mf gyaw *sH / j*H gyan *sdK / j*dK gyo 

aysm / ajym pyau aysmf / ajymf pyaw ysH / jyH pyan ysdK / jydK pyo 

azsm / ajzm hpyau azsmf / ajzmf hpyaw zsH / jzH hpyan zsdK / jzdK hpyo 

aAsm / ajAm myau aAsmf / ajAmf myaw AsH / jAH myan AsdK / jAdK myo 

arsm / ajrm byau arsmf / ajrmf byaw rsH / jrH byan rsdK / jrdK byo 

avsm lyau avsmf lyaw vsH lyan vsdK lyo 
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Appendix B 

List of words used in intelligibility test for Myanmar tone 

 Level  Falling  High falling  Checked  

1.  ba  bà  bá  baʔ  

2.  bi  bì  bí  biʔ  

3.  bu  bu`  bu´  buʔ  

4.  ma  mà  má  maʔ  

5.  mi  mì  mi´  miʔ  

6.  mu  mu`  mu  muʔ  

7.  la  là  lá  laʔ  

8.  li  lì  li´  liʔ  

9.  lu  lu`  lu´  luʔ  

 


